
MY SNOW DAY

Using a carefully developed formula, the Snow Day Calculator will predict snow days or delays for school using just your
zip code in the US and Canada. What's .

If snow is forecast for the beginning of the week, see if you can shift meetings and work later, or do some of it
over the weekend. One good option? Get Back-Up Care Any working parent needs options for coverage.
Smile a little as you remind them this was there wish. You may have to log on to their web site or call for
directions. You might pull together a box of snow day activities that you drag out of the closet only when
necessary. Do this at your own peril. You can see some pictures here. Then post clues for your kids to find
them. Hide something in your house. When it is snowing the birds have a harder time finding food. Be
Stocked Up on Food Okay, you saw the forecast. This just make sense, right? Try not to fall asleep in your
Monopoly pieces as you struggle through a four hour game. Cotton balls, hammers and fun. Manage your day
If you are working from home without child care, be strategic. If you have paint, set it outside or in your
freezer overnight to freeze it! The mess is minimal and the fun is maximum! You be the judge. You can roll a
toilet paper or paper towel holder with peanut butter and popcorn or bird seed if you have some or check out
these other ways to make simple feeders. So you can plan for them. Winter weather might still make it
treacherous for some of your colleagues to get to work. Bonus: The kids will likely entertain each other, too,
to some degree, so the day may not be a total wash. But this is about how to bring the snow, so let me share
their practically no-fail ways with you. Relax Getting stressed out will ruin what could be a chance to have fun
and spend more time with your kids. Grab a few buckets of snow and put it in the bathtub. All kinds of kid
fun. Then the cars can drive around and even up and over some couches, chairs and such. Board games are
super funâ€¦. This will make these toys or art projects novel enough that the kids may stay interested, at least
until your conference call is done. Anyhoo, with all of this being said, my children are willing the weather to
be as bad as possible in the next couple of days. Octopus Spaghetti Use hot dogs and spaghetti.


